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Chapter 731
“what?!”

Qin Yuehua was stunned when she heard this, and her reaction was particularly great!

“Did you tell Wayne?”

Nishang nodded and said: “Yes, auntie, in this situation, only Wayne can save us.”

Qin Yuehua was very angry by the neon clothes, pointing at the neon clothes, her body
was trembling, “Nine clothes, you are confused! You are called Wayne to die!”

Nishang bit her lip and said, “But Auntie, this is the only chance to save you. I can’t give
up easily.”

“You, you…” Qin Yuehua was very annoyed, stared at the neon clothes for a while,
trying to curse, but when the words came to her lips, she still held back, and then sighed
and said: “But have you ever thought about it? , Wayne is here, he can’t save us, he can
only come to bury us.”

Nishang lowered her head, ashamed and regret appeared on her face. In fact, before
she sent the message, she had thought a lot about it. If Wayne Lin came to save
people, it would really be a life of nine deaths. But she couldn’t help it, she couldn’t just
watch her aunt being executed.

Qin Yuehua sat down dejectedly, despair and sadness appeared on her face.

On Wayne Lin’s side, he has now reached the depths of the mountains and forests.
When he is here, he can clearly feel that he is already very close to the BRAGRUN
organization. Here, there are suddenly no beasts, snakes, insects, rats and ants. , It
seemed so silent.



He didn’t know what technology BRAGRUN organization used. He couldn’t see the
appearance of BRAGRUN organization at a glance, but he could clearly feel that
BRAGRUN headquarters was in front of him.

He stood still, staring straight ahead, and then his lips rose slightly. He had discovered
that the Ni Duan of BRAGRUN organization was in front of him.

Just as he walked forward again, at this moment, two people came out from behind the
big trees on both sides.

The aura is strong, the figure is also very burly, piercing and energetic, and the clothes
that he wears are still the kind of ancient clothes, which seems quite contrary to this era.

They stared at Wayne Lin and reprimanded in a deep voice: “Mortals stop, this is not a
place you can reach, leave immediately.”

They are two masters at the pinnacle of the day after tomorrow, and their strength is not
bad.

However, it was not the two acquired pinnacle masters that caught Wayne Lin’s
attention, but the innate realm masters hidden in the shadows, whose cultivation
reached the third stage.

“A mortal?” Wayne Lin smiled and said, “You don’t have much strength, but your tone is
arrogant.”

“Presumptuous!” One of the big guys immediately crossed his brows and angered, his
roaring voice was particularly loud, with a bit of the power of a lion roar, but
unfortunately he was only an ant at the peak of the day after tomorrow, and he still
looked too weak for a super expert like Wayne Lin. some.

I took a step forward, sternly, and said in an absolutely domineering tone: “Mortal, I
don’t know how you found this place, leave quickly! Otherwise, don’t blame us for
adding swords and axes!”

His figure is particularly burly, with a full 1.9 meters, and the muscular body is also five
big and three thick, looking like an iron tower.



And the other big man beside him was equally scary, but from a visual point of view,
Wayne Lin looked like a child in front of them.

Of course Wayne Lin won’t have any mood swings. He said lightly: “I’m here to visit
BRAGRUN organization.”

Upon hearing this, these two big guys

, The pupils contracted suddenly, and a terrifying fierce light broke out in their eyes.
They knew that they were shocked and realized that Wayne Lin was not a mortal,
because mortals would not know the name of the BRAGRUN organization!

“Who on earth are you! Come to BRAGRUN organization, what’s the so-called!” The big
man looked at him in an interrogating tone. As long as Wayne Lin answered incorrectly,
he would immediately attack with thunder.

Naturally, Wayne Lin would not be fooled by this situation. He came to BRAGRUN
headquarters today and was ready to go back.

“You are looking for neon clothes.” Wayne Lin said.

Another big man frowned, said in a deep voice, “Who are you in neon clothes?!”

“Friends.” Wayne Lin said: “Why, do you have a dignified BRAGRUN organization, do
you even keep your friends out?”

The two big men looked at each other and hesitated. Their ranks were very low. They
had no decision-making power for this kind of thing, so they had to ask their superiors.
Their eyes turned to a place…

Soon, in that place, an old man appeared out of thin air, it was the innate realm master
who had been monitoring Wayne Lin for a long time, and his cultivation had reached the
third stage.

When the two big men saw this old man’s arrival, their faces were in awe, and they
bowed respectfully, “Your Honor!”

The old man nodded lightly, and then said to Wayne Lin: “What is your name and how
do you know that BRAGRUN headquarters is here?”



He used a purely questioning tone, his posture was also lofty, full of superiority and
arrogance, as long as Wayne Lin answered incorrectly, he would immediately take
action and capture Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “I believe you have heard of my name.”

“Oh? Who are you.” The old man raised his eyebrows, as if he was interested, and
there was some contempt on his face, thinking that Wayne Lin was posing.

But soon, Wayne Lin’s words directly suppressed him, “I am Wayne Lin.”

Sure enough, when the old man heard the three words’Wayne Lin’, his eyes widened
and his reaction was great. There was horror on his face, and he blurted out, “What?!
You are Wayne Lin?!”

The two big guys were stunned when they saw the old man’s reaction so much. In their
impression, the Venerable was a big figure with a deep city, and Taishan collapsed in
the front but never changed. They were always in a high posture. Is there such an
abnormality now?

They were not stupid, and they immediately realized that the young man in front of him
had a different origin.

Wayne Lin laughed and said, “It seems that you know me, but it saves me a lot of
effort.”

The old man was shocked now, he naturally knew Wayne Lin. It can be said that as long
as he is a high-level Wayne Lin in the BRAGRUN organization, he does not know him.

Not only is Wayne Lin the wild species of the previous saint Qin Yuehua, but more
importantly, it is Wayne Lin who, not long ago, fought to the death with the Southern
Heavenly King Lei Zhen on the Junlin Mountain and killed Lei Zhen!

It can be said that Wayne Lin is the enemy of the entire BRAGRUN organization.

And now, Wayne Lin dared to take the initiative to throw it to BRAGRUN headquarters?
This is too arrogant!



The old man’s reaction was not unpleasant. Hearing Wayne Lin’s name, he immediately
realized that Wayne Lin’s visit to BRAGRUN headquarters this time was definitely not as
simple as visiting neon clothes!

So when he reacted, he reacted immediately…

Chapter 732
Without any hesitation, he turned around and ran!

He wanted to return to BRAGRUN headquarters as soon as possible to pass back the
news of Wayne Lin’s arrival.

His speed is considered to be very fast, and without any warning, he has already
backed away, a few tens of meters in a second.

But Wayne Lin was faster than him.

Almost when he moved, Wayne Lin followed.

If the virgin is moving like a rabbit, Wayne Lin seems to have never moved before, and
is absolutely still with the old man, so in the eyes of the two big men, Wayne Lin just
took a very casual step, and he was already behind the old man. He grabbed the back
of the old man’s neck and said with a smile: “What are you doing so fast, do you want to
go back and report the news?”

When the old man heard Wayne Lin’s words, it sounded in his ears, and the distance
between the two was less than half a meter. He only felt his scalp numb, and there was
a bitter coldness, as if for a moment, it was not Wayne Lin who followed him, but the
god of death.

“Wayne Lin, don’t you…”

Before he could finish his words, Wayne Lin had already grabbed the back of his neck,
and then squeezed, with a click, the old man’s words came to an abrupt end. The body
that had been running so fast also stopped all of a sudden, losing the strength to
support it. .



Ordinary people, having their necks squeezed off, must have died on the spot, but for
the masters of the third stage of the Innate Realm, the vitality is extremely strong.
Although his neck was squeezed, he has not completely died.

He opened his eyes wide, full of panic, and despair.

And the two big men, seeing this scene, they were dumbfounded!

The scalp was numb in an instant. In their minds, the old man was an absolute strong
man, and he could abuse them with a single finger, but now, he was subdued by Wayne
Lin in one breath. How terrifying is Wayne Lin?

They froze for a second, reacted, and immediately began to react. At this time, they
knew that they could no longer escape. What they had to do was to send out the signal
to remind the people inside!

Their reaction was already very fast, but for Wayne Lin, it was still too slow and too
slow, just like a snail.

Seeing Wayne Lin’s finger soaring, two silver needles flew out of his fingertips, and they
chuckled into their temples at a speed faster than the sound, and died on the spot.

Wayne Lin was never a cruel and ruthless person.

But these two big men carried an extremely strong smell of blood. Wayne Lin knew that
the two big men had a lot of lives on their hands, and it was not a pity to die.

What’s more, he doesn’t have a good impression of the entire BRAGRUN organization.

He is not cruel, but it does not mean that he is kind.

He just killed the people who should be killed.

The old man was even more frightened when he saw Wayne Lin killed the two big men
so easily. In his throat, he made a difficult voice, “Don’t kill me, please…”

Wayne Lin didn’t kill him immediately, but put him down to let his breathing flow
smoother, and then asked, “What are you going to do with my mother.”



When the old man heard the words, his eyes flickered and did not immediately answer,
but Wayne Lin snorted coldly. He once again felt the breath of death, and the cold sweat
was streaming down. He didn’t dare to fail. …”

Wayne Lin’s heart twitched, his eyes became colder, “When?!”

“Just, just today…

“

When these words were said, the old man clearly felt that Wayne Lin’s people had
changed, his eyes became colder and full of murderous intent!

The old man became frightened again, Wayne Lin’s strength was too strong, he saw the
shadow of Jian Rushuang on Wayne Lin…

“Don’t kill me, please…” the old man begged bitterly.

Wayne Lin took a deep breath, his clenched fist slowly relaxed.

For this old man, Wayne Lin didn’t do anything, because Wayne Lin knew that even if
he didn’t do it, the old man would not live long.

He strode directly in.

I don’t know what high-tech technology BRAGRUN organization uses. The door of
BRAGRUN organization is clearly right in front of him, but with his naked eyes, he just
can’t find it. He has to rely on his own consciousness to find the direction of the door.

As soon as he entered, Wayne Lin immediately felt a subtle resistance, repelling him, a
very strange feeling.

But the strength is not great.

Wayne Lin stepped in and went in.

After coming in, what I saw was another scene.



Inside, the four seasons are like spring, the climate is pleasant, there are retro buildings
everywhere, and the fragrance of the air.

And the people in this area are also wearing ancient clothes. The lowest level of
cultivation is in the realm of masters, most of them are the peak of the acquired, and
there are many people who are experts in the innate realm.

After Wayne Lin walked in, he involuntarily thought of a word, Xanadu.

Here is the meaning of Xanadu in Tao Yuanming’s Peach Blossom Spring.

This is BRAGRUN’s headquarters, Wayne Lin took a deep breath, his mood was quite
complicated.

His coming in did not cause any abnormalities, and even people passing by did not
notice him much.

Because in their impression, BRAGRUN headquarters is an absolutely secret existence.
Even high-level Chinese people can’t find their address by using high-tech technology.
They have lived in this subconscious mind for decades.

Even if Wayne Lin’s face looked unfamiliar, it was just a new member.

So after Wayne Lin came in, he relaxed even more.

When he discovered this situation, he was not nervous anymore. But he didn’t relax
completely, because he still had big things to do.

He walked in all the way, intending to find the location of his mother Qin Yuehua and
Nishang. The best way is to sneak away mother and Nishang without disturbing
BRAGRUN organization. This is the safest way.

I have to say that BRAGRUN’s headquarters is really big. He has been shopping here
for more than an hour without finishing it. And the more he walked around, the more
surprised he was. Before he came, he would never have imagined that BRAGRUN
headquarters was so huge that it could be called a small city!



Here, the ecology is complete and there are everything, not only powerful fighters, but
also various high-level scientific research experts, and there are talents in the fields of
biology, communications, machinery, medicine, and military.

It’s no wonder that even China is so jealous of the BRAGRUN organization, the strength
of this BRAGRUN organization is too terrifying!

As he walked around, Wayne Lin’s heart sank. If he couldn’t find his mother Qin Yuehua
and Nishang, it would be really difficult for him to take them out!

At this moment, he heard someone discussing behind him: “Have you heard that the
sword will be like the Frost King immediately, and the previous saint and Lord Nishang
will be executed…”

Chapter 733
When Wayne Lin heard this, his heart immediately jumped, and his steps stopped.

“What were you talking about? The previous saints and Lord Nishang are going to be
executed? What crimes did they commit.” Wayne Lin immediately turned around and
asked in a deep voice.

When the two people saw him, they froze for a while, obviously they hadn’t seen him or
recognized him.

“You haven’t heard of such a big thing? Your news is too late, right? Did you just come
back from outside?”

“Yes, isn’t this matter already spread throughout the organization? Why don’t you know
it? Not long ago, Lord Jian Rushuang took the saint from the previous generation to the
Daluo Palace to ask for sin.”

The two people didn’t have any doubts about Wayne Lin, and both believed that Wayne
Lin had just returned from a mission outside, so they didn’t know about this major event
yet.



They are obviously small people in the BRAGRUN organization, they are not
high-ranking, and they have not seen Wayne Lin’s photos, otherwise they would
definitely not be so calm.

There was some coldness in Wayne Lin’s eyes, but he didn’t show it. Instead, he said
calmly, “Yes, I just came back from outside, and I don’t know about it yet. Please also
ask the two seniors to talk about it. “

With this shout, the seniors made them feel lighter, the expressions on their faces were
much better, and they straightened their waists unconsciously. They were originally the
lowest level of existence in the BRAGRUN organization, only in the realm of masters,
they had never been the only ones calling someone else’s brother, or being called a
brother for the first time, they were still very comfortable.

“Haha, brother, then you are asking the right person, we know this very well.”

Then, Wayne Lin learned from the two of them what had happened in the Daluo Palace
just now.

In the middle of the journey, he was furious several times, but he held it back!

When he heard these two people say that Jian Rushuang was planning to throw his
mother and the neon clothes into the Ugly Hantang to be abused, he almost broke out!

He clenched his fists secretly, and his anger and hatred towards Jian Rushuang
condensed to an extremely strong level.

“Finally, what happened in the end.” Wayne Lin tried hard to control his emotions.

“Finally, Lord Saint King appeared, announcing that he would ask the previous saint and
Lord Nishang in the afternoon, Jian Rushuang had imprisoned the previous saint and
Lord Nishang in Laurie.”

“Is that so?” Wayne Lin’s eyes flashed, and he pretended to say casually, “Then where
are they locked up?”

One of them shrugged and said, “Then I don’t know. In other words, if you ask so clearly
what to do, is it because you have friendship with the previous saint?”



The other person also squinted at Wayne Lin.

If it is someone else, they might panic when encountering this situation, but for Wayne
Lin, how could he show his feet? He behaved as usual. He had already figured out the
wording, and he was prevarication in a few sentences. This little person did not arouse
suspicion.

“This sword is like the King Frost, too dictatorial, right? Since the saint of the previous
generation did not make any serious mistakes, it is not appropriate to execute the saint
of the previous generation suddenly.” Wayne Lin said deliberately displeased.

Immediately they were stared at by the two little people, “Hey, you are tired of life, dare
to slander the king at the headquarters, if you are known by the sword-like frost king,
you don’t know how to die!”

“Yes, you, a small person, dare to speak ill of the heavenly king behind your back, and
you are living impatiently!”

<

br />

Wayne Lin looked frightened, his voice lowered a lot, and he still said in a somewhat
unconvincing voice: “I’m also telling the truth. The saints of the previous generation
have never betrayed the organization, so you can’t die. As for Master Nishang, That’s
even more unreasonable, she just stood up and interceded for the saint of the previous
generation…So I said Jian Rushuang was too dictatorial, it was a public revenge!”

When these two little people heard Wayne Lin still dared to say this, they became even
more frightened, thinking that Wayne Lin was stunned. However, their own opinions are
not that strong. Listening to Wayne Lin’s words, Jian Rushuang is indeed a bit too
much, because according to their understanding, the previous saints did not do anything
to harm the organization in the past few years. House arrest is in the organization.

“You don’t know anything about this, the saint of the previous generation, it was not her
that was wrong, but her son, a while ago, had a decisive battle with the Southern
Territory King and killed the Southern Territory King. This is a great sin. This sin must be
borne by the previous saint.”



“As for Master Nishang, I heard that she has been very close to the son of the previous
saint this time, and has also doubled cultivation with the son of the previous saint, so
the cultivation of the son of the previous saint is so advanced…”

This person wanted to say something, but was immediately pushed by the companion
next to him, and he dared not say anything.

He straightened his face immediately, and said to Wayne Lin in the tone of his senior: “I
said you are a little person and do so much gossip. You should take care of yourself!”

Wayne Lin didn’t speak, but nodded, indicating that he promised.

He had asked for the key information, and now he was worried, full of anger, and a
strong impulse to kill Jian Rushuang, which turned the place upside down, but he still
resisted it!

The more this happens, the more calm he has to be. Now his top priority is to quietly
take his mother and neon clothes out.

As long as you leave here, there will be plenty of opportunities for revenge!

After understanding this, he took a deep breath, calmed himself down quickly, and
started looking for the dungeon where his mother and neon clothes were held.

It’s a pity that he is really unfamiliar with this place, and he doesn’t dare to be too
high-profile, afraid to appear in front of the masters of Innate Realm, so he searched for
half an hour, but did not find the dungeon location.

At this moment, he suddenly heard the movement, his eyes immediately turned towards
the movement and saw a scene that made his pupils shrink.

I saw the shackles of the mother and neon clothes, surrounded by a group of people,
walking forward with difficulty!

Mother was bloody, her face was sallow, her body was very weak, and her spirit was
very weak. She knew at first glance that she had suffered pain.



The neon clothes became even more embarrassed, her breath became even weaker,
dying, and even walking became a difficult task. Especially on the left shoulder of
Nishang, he was obviously seriously injured, which made his whole body difficult.

Seeing this scene, Wayne Lin clenched his fist tightly. He was really angry, very angry,
and sad!

His first reaction was to rush over and save his mother and neon clothes by the simplest
and rude means!

But he still held back, because he knew that if he did, then what awaited him would be
forever.

There are too many masters here, even if he is a master of Innate Realm Dzogchen, in
this case, with two burdens, it is impossible to escape.

He has to think of a safer way!

Chapter 734
Taking a deep breath again, Wayne Lin forced himself to calm down, his head running
quickly.

The more this kind, the more calm you have to be.

First of all, it must be certain that with force, it is impossible for him to take away his
mother and neon clothes from the expert BRAGRUN organization.

Needless to say, there is also the unfathomable Saint King who has been out of the
category of mortals.

So he has to outwit.

But how to outsmart him, he still has to find a way.

At this moment, the mother Qin Yuehua and the neon clothes, led by many people,
arrived at a majestic place.



Here, there have been many, many people, layer after layer, there are a total of two to
three thousand people, all of whom are members of the BRAGRUN organization, and a
considerable part of them are the pinnacles of the acquired, even the top masters of the
innate realm. less.

This can be said to be a terrifying force.

After Wayne Lin saw it, his heart became even heavier.

With so many people, even if everyone spit, he could drown him.

It seems that he wants to take his mother and neon clothes out this time, the possibility
is extremely slim.

At this moment, Wayne Lin thought about many things. He was never afraid of death,
but he was afraid that his death would bring sadness to many people.

He sighed long in his heart, and now he has no other choice but to go on gritted teeth.

If he is really a short-lived species, then he would admit it.

Soon, Qin Yuehua and the neon clothes were taken to the center, with a huge table in
front of them, and a huge tripod, which looked like a place for sacrifice.

Qin Yuehua and Ni Chang knelt down, Wayne Lin was in the crowd, watching this
scene, he clenched his fist tightly.

“Hey, it’s you? Where did you go just now, and we have been looking for you because of
it.”

It was the two little people who questioned just now. They saw Wayne Lin and
immediately came over to say hello and patted Wayne Lin’s hand affectionately.

But Wayne Lin’s face was heavy and he didn’t speak.

“Why, still thinking about what I just said? Listen to the words of brother, little people
should have the consciousness of little people, don’t say things that shouldn’t be said,
don’t think about things that shouldn’t be thought of, you know? About to arrive.”



“Junior Brother, you are a good fellow, wait for the sword to be like the Frost King, ask if
you cut the two people, let’s go to the bar together.”

When they saw Wayne Lin, the people around felt very strange. They hadn’t seen it
before, and they all looked over. Some people asked Wayne Lin which department he
belonged to, but Wayne Lin didn’t answer them. In their eyes, they became shy. The shy
performance led them to think that Wayne Lin should be a newcomer who just joined.

When it was said that it was too late, Jian Rushuang appeared, as if he had come from
the horizon, suddenly appeared on the altar, his clothes fluttered and looked very
immortal, as if he was a person among gods.

And he came with two other kings.

“Qin Yuehua, as a saint, she is unclean and self-conscious, and she has fallen into the
mortal world without permission, and confuses with mortals outside, gave birth to wild
species, has no shame, and shames the organization…”

There was an old man with a scroll in his hand, and he began to recite Qin Yuehua’s
sins eloquently. After ten minutes, he listed a lot of Qin Yuehua’s sins. In his mouth, Qin
Yuehua turned into a watery, shameless and shameless woman.

Wayne Lin in the crowd, listening to these crimes, his fists were tightly clenched, and his
heart was angry like a volcano erupting!

Finally, the old man looked down at Qin Yuehua and said in a trial tone: “Qin Yuehua,
can you plead guilty?!”

Qin Yuehua bit her lip tightly. After listening to these unreasonable crimes, she lowered
her head and her body trembled uncontrollably. She knew Jian Rushuang’s vicious
intentions, but she wanted to pour her dirty water and make her a heinous sinner, so
that she could show the justice of Jian Rushuang!

However, she really has no choice now.

The audience suddenly fell silent, everyone held their breath and stared at Qin Yuehua
closely to see if she would confess her guilt.



The old man frowned and scolded: “Qin Yuehua, the old man asks you one last thing,
you can confess your guilt!”

Qin Yuehua raised her head, her lips were pale and there was no blood. She said in a
pleading tone: “I, confess guilt, but can you guys put the neon clothes, she is innocent.”

She said this to Jian Rushuang, already begging extremely.

Jian Rushuang’s face was stern, unmoved, “Qin Yuehua, this is not the time for you to
bargain.”

Qin Yuehua bit her lip tightly. She knew what Jian Rushuang meant. If she did not plead
guilty, she would throw her and the neon clothes into the Ugly Hantang…

I have to say that Jian Rushuang is very despicable and doesn’t have the demeanor of
the Heavenly King of the East, but she has no choice but to obey.

“I, plead guilty…” She said these words, as if all her strength had been drained,
kneeling there like a statue.

The corners of Jian Rushuang’s mouth rose up, revealing a satisfied smile.

Then, the old man continued to read aloud and said a lot of the charges of neon clothes,
and it took five minutes to show off.

The main point is that the neon clothes have fornicated Wayne Lin and betrayed the
BRAGRUN organization, which is also punished with death!

“Nishang, can you plead guilty?!”

Nishang is dying, she is like a gossamer, if she didn’t hold it in one breath, she would
not be able to hold it now.

“Can you let auntie, she has never betrayed the organization, she has never left the
organization, why do you want to kill them like this?” Nishang’s tone was very unwilling.

“Presumptuous!” the old man shouted angrily, “Bold and bright clothes, there is no holy
king in his eyes, no organization, it is a capital crime, come on, ask immediately!!”



When the words fell, there were immediately two naked and topless big men, holding
two one-and-a-half-meter-long swords in their hands, and strode over, they stood in
front of Qin Yuehua and Nishang, raising their swords. Prepared, waiting for Jian
Rushuang’s order to cut off the heads of Qin Yuehua and Nishang!

On the altar, there is a Risheng, and when the time is up, he will immediately ask Zhan.

Seeing it, the time was about to come, everyone concentrated and watched closely.

“It’s time, cut it!”

Jian Rushuang opened his mouth and spoke with an absolute command. With a big
wave of his hand, he threw out two tokens with the names of Qin Yuehua and Nishang
written on them.

The executioner got the order, and murderous intent appeared in his eyes, and the knife
was slashed down!

Qin Yuehua closed her eyes and sighed for a long time, very regretful and afraid, tears
flowed from the corners of her eyes, and she whispered softly: “Wayne, mother, sorry,
goodbye, my son…”

Chapter 735
At this moment, I saw the executioner’s knife about to be cut off. Suddenly, two coins
flew out from the crowd. They shook two times and broke through the air. The speed
was so fast that it exceeded the speed of sound. Torn the same.

It was completely instantaneous, when the broadsword was still in the air, when it had
already fallen, it was hit by these two coins, and there were two loud bangs! It was very
loud, and you could even see sparks flickering on the knife body. The two big men let
out a scream, and the big knife flew out directly. The tiger’s mouth of the two
executioners cracked, and blood was leaking. It can be seen how powerful these two
coins are, it is already more powerful than ordinary bullets!

This sudden change immediately attracted the attention of everyone present. They were
all stunned and couldn’t react for a while. Unexpectedly, at this time, someone would
dare to come out to stop it. This is not a death-seeking behavior. !



The one who reacted the fastest was Jian Rushuang, his eyes sharpened suddenly, like
an arrow, shooting towards the crowd!

Soon, other people slowly reacted, looking around, not knowing why.

Although Wayne Lin had taken action just now, he had hidden all his auras and did not
reveal the slightest murderous aura, so everyone present, including Jian Rushuang, did
not realize that it was Wayne Lin for a while.

“What’s happening here?”

“How did the two executioners’ broadswords be shaken off? What happened? Has
anyone shot it?”

“No, this is Mr. Luo, who dares to oppose the Sword Rushuang Heavenly King.”

“Look, I always feel that something strange will happen…”

All of a sudden, many people began to discuss.

Both Qin Yuehua and Nishang thought that they were dead, and they were ready to fall.
They could be said to be desperate. When they waited for their heads to fall, they
waited for a while and found that something was wrong.

Especially the sound just now made them stunned and opened their eyes.

Jian Rushuang squinted his eyes. He is particularly annoyed now. Someone has come
out to make trouble, and he will not show him in front of him. This is a heinous thing!

He squinted his eyes, his gaze was electric, he shot through the crowd, and said coldly:
“Who made the shot just now, stand up for me!”

He is particularly annoyed now, in the BRAGRUN organization, there are people who
provoke his majesty! If you let him find out, he must kill the opponent well, it’s horrible!

However, his gaze shot, but he didn’t find who caused the trouble, which made him
even more annoyed.



Now he is also very angry and angry. Just now, he was absorbed in all of a sudden and
focused most of his attention on Qin Yuehua, which caused him not to find out
immediately.

All the people present felt Jian Rushuang’s anger, trembling one by one, bowed their
heads, and did not dare to look at Jian Rushuang for fear of being misunderstood by
Jian Rushuang.

But they are also very curious, who is so courageous, dare to sing against the sword of
the Shuangtian King at this time?

Jian Rushuang said for a long time, and no one came out, his face became even more
ugly, his face was like frost, and his tone of voice exuded a murderous intent, “Why,
dare you not be it? I already know who you are. I’ll give you three seconds. If you don’t
come out again, don’t blame me for being cruel!”

Three seconds passed, but no one stood up. Jian Rushuang felt very embarrassed. He
gritted his teeth, but at this time, he had no other way but to continue waving his hand
and let the executioner execute the death sentence.

Neon

Chang’s face changed. Suddenly, she thought of something, her already desperate
expression, suddenly excited, full of hope.

And Qin Yuehua, she also realized that this was obviously Wayne Lin here!

She didn’t have much surprise, but was full of worry, biting her lip tightly.

At this moment, a voice rang from the crowd, “Sword Rushuang, I think you are nothing
but the same, claiming to be the number one master in the realm of God, but I can’t
even find my position.”

Hearing this familiar voice, Jian Rushuang’s expression became colder. He shook his
head, looked in the direction of Wayne Lin, and found Wayne Lin…

His pupils shrank instantly. This was not the first time he saw Wayne Lin, but he really
never expected that Wayne Lin would have the courage to appear here.



And the people who were originally confused when they saw this scene suddenly
exploded, especially the two little characters, now they are completely dumbfounded
and dumbfounded.

“you you you……”

They stared at Wayne Lin, they couldn’t even speak clearly, their scalp was numb, and
their breathing was short.

Wayne Lin turned around, smiled at them, and said, “I forgot to tell you that I am the wild
species who killed Lei Zhen in your mouth.”

Hearing these words, their bodies became stiff, shocked and subverted like never
before, and their brains could no longer function completely.

Not just them, but the people around them. Everyone who had spoken to Wayne Lin
was now a hell. They had never encountered such a thing.

Wayne Lin walked out of the crowd, and everyone who stood in front of him quickly
dispersed, not daring to stop Wayne Lin.

“Wayne Lin!!!”

Jian Rushuang almost yelled these two words from between his teeth. The aura on his
body radiated unreservedly. There was no wind and waves. From his side, a strong
wind was rolled up, causing the two thousand present. Many people are frightened out.

Anyone with a discerning eye can see that Jian Rushuang is furious.

But Wayne Lin didn’t move at all. His eyes were tightly placed on his mother Qin
Yuehua. For a moment, his mood became extremely complicated.

Missing, guilt, regret, anger, happiness, joy…

His heart is like a five-flavored bottle that has been knocked over, with all kinds of
flavors.

“Mom, I’m sorry, I’m late.” Wayne Lin walked up to Qin Yuehua at a heavy pace and
said with guilt.



Qin Yuehua couldn’t stop crying when she saw him. In this world, Wayne Lin was her
only concern. She wanted to see Wayne Lin in her dreams! But never expected that
they would meet again in such a situation.

“Wayne, you’ve grown up, you’ve grown up…” Qin Yuehua couldn’t say a thousand
words, and tears stayed behind, unable to stop.

So many people present were extremely moved when they saw this scene.

In fact, most of the people here know Qin Yuehua, as the previous generation of saints,
and also the best generation of saints in history, they have never seen such a soft side
of the saints.

The mother-child family relationship is the purest and strongest emotion of human
nature, and no one can separate it.

Wayne Lin knelt down in front of Qin Yuehua, letting his mother touch his face, feeling
this deep and sea-like maternal love, he felt that this trip was worthwhile and the
missing life was found back.

Chapter 736
The neon clothes on the side, seeing this scene, she also burst into tears, feeling that it
was a wise choice to call Wayne Lin over.

The audience was silent for a while, no one made a sound, just looking at the mother
and son who had reunited after a long time before the altar.

Jian Rushuang’s face was cold and his eyes were as cold as ice. He didn’t immediately
make a move. Instead, he looked down at Wayne Lin, the corners of his mouth raised
slightly, and he pulled out a cruel sneer.

Wayne Lin actually came. This was indeed beyond his expectation, but to him, it was a
surprise, so that he could directly kill Wayne Lin and save him a lot of effort.

Jian Rushuang didn’t worry at all, Wayne Lin came in and could still escape.

He is in a wonderful mood now, and he is no longer anxious.



“Wayne Lin, you actually came here, okay, very good!” Jian Rushuang laughed loudly,
“There is a way to heaven, you don’t go, there is no way to hell, you break in,
hahahaha!”

He is very arrogant now, thinking that Wayne Lin is already the turtle in the urn, the fish
on his knife.

When Qin Yuehua heard Jian Rushuang’s words, he instantly reacted, and immediately
said anxiously: “Wayne, no! Jian Rushuang, this person will definitely compare with
each other, he will definitely not let you go… Hey! Wayne, you You shouldn’t come
here.”

Wayne Lin didn’t panic at all, but gently wiped the tears off his mother’s face and said,
“Mom, don’t worry, since I’m here, I will definitely take you out.”

Jian Rushuang seemed to have heard a big joke, and laughed again: “A big joke, just
like you, still want to take Qin Yuehua out? I think you are whimsical! Wayne Lin, today
you can hardly fly with your wings. Saved you!”

Wayne Lin still ignored Jian Rushuang. Instead, he looked at Neishang and held his
hand. Neishang’s body trembled. Two faint blushes appeared on his already pale paper
face, “Nishang” , Thank you, I will take you out with your mother.”

Nishang saw Wayne Lin’s serious expression, and she didn’t know why, she believed it,
and subconsciously nodded, “Okay…”

“Is this the wild species that the saint of the previous generation lived outside with Fan?
You are too courageous, dare to break into the headquarters?”

“I don’t know, he might be eager to save his mother! If nothing else, the love and
courage are still very impressive.”

“In my opinion, he is stupid. What kind of place are we here? He is only here to die!”

“That’s not necessarily true. He is the one who defeated the Southern Heavenly King
Lei Zhen. Maybe, he can really do it.”

“But there is one thing to say, the son of the saint of the previous generation is really
young and has an extraordinary bearing. It seems that he is not thirty years old, and he



has such a cultivation base. Even the Nantian King Lei Zhen is not his opponent! It is a
pity, I’m still a little reckless in doing things. If I break through to the God-Communication
Realm in a few years, it will be completely different. Now, I’m going to fall…”

Among the crowd, whispering, most people are not optimistic about Wayne Lin, thinking
that Wayne Lin is definitely going to die this time, and will pay the price for his
recklessness.

They admired Wayne Lin, knowing that the mountain had the courage of the tiger to go
to the tiger mountain, and the ancient agarwood smashed the mountain to save his
mother, but now Wayne Lin is facing much more difficult than the agarwood.

Jian Rushuang now understands. He walked down from the altar, and every step he
took, he brought a huge

Qin Yuehua couldn’t bear the great deterrence at the moment. Her face was pale and
she protected Wayne Lin behind her. As a mother, she was the last guardian of her son,
“Sword Rushuang! What dissatisfaction is coming to me, my son is Innocent!”

“You all have to die.” Jian Rushuang sneered.

Qin Yuehua realized that it was impossible for Jian Rushuang to let Wayne Lin go. She
immediately turned around and said to Wayne Lin, “Son, you run, don’t worry about
mom, run!”

Wayne Lin held her hand and said very seriously: “Mom, don’t worry, I won’t run away. I
said that I will save you and Nishang today, then I will definitely do it.”

Qin Yuehua was stunned for a moment, and then she said anxiously, “Oh, why are you
so disobedient? You don’t know where this is. You can’t save Mom!”

Wayne Lin stood up and said to Jian Rushuang, “Sword Rushuang, you are known as
the first person in the realm of God. I challenge you today. I wonder if you dare to fight?”

When he said this, he was so proud and vigorous that he was so powerful that he
seemed to have shook the heavens, making a rumbling sound, which sounded all
around.



So many members of the BRAGRUN organization present felt the aura of Wayne Lin
and couldn’t help but be shocked!

The look in Wayne Lin’s eyes has changed a little, especially those little people who
only feel dreamy now. The little people who gagged with them just now are the super
powers of the Dzogchen in the Innate Realm, and they have to face the sword. It’s too
scary to issue a challenge!

All of a sudden, everyone looked at Jian Rushuang to see how he responded.

Jian Rushuang snorted coldly, “I don’t know whether to live or die, you, ants, dare to
challenge me?”

“Why, are you scared? Fortunately, you still dare to claim to be the number one master
in the realm of the gods, I think it’s nothing more than that!” Wayne Lin used agitation.

“Presumptuous!” Jian Rushuang yelled violently, with a ferocious aura, emanating from
his body, sweeping the audience, and everyone in the congenital realm could not bear
his anger and was frightened. Kneeling down one after another, shivering.

Wayne Lin took a step forward and used his body to block the aura of Jian Rushuang,
so neither mother Qin Yuehua and Ni Shang were harmed by Jian Rushuang’s aura,
otherwise, with their current physique, they would be scared on the spot.

The sword is like frost and its heart can be condemned.

“Come here, catch this person for me!” Wayne Lin gave an order, and immediately
walked out from the crowd, many masters of the innate realm, their aura is not weak, if
they swarm up, then Wayne Lin is indeed difficult to fly.

Suddenly, Qin Yuehua became worried. She grabbed Wayne Lin’s hand and was
extremely nervous. She was not afraid of death, but she was afraid to see Wayne Lin
die in front of her, and the white-haired man would send the black-haired man.

Wayne Lin was not worried at all. He squinted his eyes and said, “Sword Rushuang, you
know my strength. If I kill you, I don’t know, how many people in your BRAGRUN
organization will have to die?”



When Jian Rushuang heard this, his face suddenly changed, and his face became
gloomy.

What Wayne Lin said was true. Although Wayne Lin was unable to fly with wings and
could not leave BRAGRUN organization alive, on the contrary, it was impossible for him
to capture Wayne Lin without hurting a single soldier.

This is the base camp of the BRAGRUN organization. It was originally their advantage,
but now it has become Wayne Lin’s support.

Chapter 737
Jian Rushuang’s face was hard to see the extreme.

“Wayne Lin, you have to think clearly, if you dare to do this, you can’t keep your mother
and the neon clothes!” Jian Rushuang said this, like a thunder billowing, abnormally
scary and intriguing.

Wayne Lin was not afraid at all. He seemed to have anticipated everything, and said
indifferently: “Anyway, I am here and I am ready for the funeral. When the time comes,
let’s see whose loss is more serious.”

Hearing this, the people around suddenly looked a lot ugly, and stepped back several
steps.

And Jian Rushuang’s face is even more ugly!

He almost dripped out of water. If Wayne Lin really kills here, even with his cultivation
level, he can win Wayne Lin, but he will definitely not be able to stop Wayne Lin in a
short time.

And with Wayne Lin’s level of cultivation, it is too simple to kill people. In just one
minute, Wayne Lin can kill hundreds of people. This kind of loss is something he can’t
afford.

“Wayne Lin, you are looking for death!” Jian Rushuang stared at Wayne Lin, and at the
same time, his brain was running wildly, thinking of a way to make a sudden move to
subdue Wayne Lin.



With this distance between him and Wayne Lin, he could reach it in the blink of an eye,
and as long as he shot, Wayne Lin could never stop him from killing Qin Yuehua and
Nishang.

But he was sure that once he did this, Wayne Lin would definitely go mad, and he would
be unbearable if he started to kill.

If you want to stop Wayne Lin, there is only one way, that is, His Royal Highness Saint
King will take action, as a peerless powerhouse in the realm of the gods, and capture
the confinement of the congenital realm. That is a matter of hand.

However, Jian Rushuang couldn’t understand what the Holy King meant, because it had
been a while since Wayne Lin appeared, and it was impossible for the Holy King to not
know.

Even from the moment Wayne Lin stepped into the headquarters, His Royal Highness
should be aware of it, but His Royal Highness never took action. This behavior made
Jian Rushuang unpredictable.

Could it be that His Royal Highness the Holy King showed love to Wayne Lin, or is there
any value in Wayne Lin’s body?

In an instant, Jian Rushuang thought about a lot of things in his mind. He wanted to
make a move several times, but he stopped.

He stared at Wayne Lin stubbornly, and said with a heavy snort: “Wayne Lin! You are so
brave and dare to be arrogant in BRAGRUN headquarters. Do you think that you can do
anything in your congenital realm? , Is the territory of His Royal Highness, as long as
His Royal Highness has a will, you will be torn apart!”

Jian Rushuang deliberately said these words loudly, just to test the holy king.

Wayne Lin didn’t have much reaction after listening, but after Qin Yuehua and Nishang
listened, they both frowned and were uneasy, because Jian Rushuang was right. If the
holy king would take action, then Wayne Lin would indeed have no chance at all. of!

The expressions of so many people present also became more active and calmed down
a lot. Yes, they have a majestic Holy King, are they afraid that Wayne Lin might make
waves?



However, at this moment, a voice rang from the sky: “Wayne Lin, are you willing to use
your life to exchange your mother Qin Yuehua’s life?”

This voice clearly reached everyone’s ears, the voice was not too loud,

But it was full of majesty, and it made people feel shocked and had a strong surrender
idea. Even Wayne Lin, hearing these words in an instant, subconsciously wanted to
kneel down, shouting long live long live.

Fortunately, his will is very firm, not comparable to ordinary people, he immediately
controlled it.

Wayne Lin’s eyes flickered slightly, a little surprised, but as expected, there was some
relief in his smile.

“I am willing.” He said this sentence frankly, in a very flat tone, but the emotion that was
rewarded was extremely firm, indomitable, and never regretted.

As soon as his voice fell, Qin Yuehua immediately exclaimed exaggeratedly, “I don’t
want to! BRAGRUN,   if you want to kill or shave, just come at me! Don’t f*ck my son!!!”

The voice of the Holy King BRAGRUN sounded again: “Between you, only one can live,
either you die or your son dies.”

Heaven is ruthless, and now BRAGRUN’s voice is the way of heaven, without feelings,
and the world is inhumane and uses everything as a dog.

“I die, my son lives!” Qin Yuehua yelled out loudly, seeming to have exhausted all her
strength.

She still wanted to say something, but Wayne Lin cut her with a hand knife on the back
of her neck, fainted, and her voice stopped abruptly. Wayne Lin gently laid her on the
ground, and then stood up straight. , Said to the sky: “Holy King, I am willing to die for
my mother, if you want to do it, then do it.”

Ni Chang bit her lip tightly, and she also stood up and said, “Holy King, Qin Yuehua and
Wayne Lin are not guilty of death, the damn person is me, you should put me to death! I
am willing to die for them!”



After finishing talking, Nishang knelt down, and she was so weak several times that she
also began to kowtow.

Everyone stopped talking and looked up at the sky, as if the Holy King BRAGRUN was
in the clouds.

Wayne Lin spoke again: “Holy King, I know that I killed Nantian King Lei Zhen and made
a big mistake. But I am willing to redeem my merits.”

“Are you trying to take the place of the Southern Heavenly King?” Saint King said
immediately, without a trace of hesitation, it seems that he is the smartest person in the
world, and no one can hide his ideas from him.

“Exactly.” Wayne Lin nodded vigorously. This is also the confidence that he dared to
single-handedly kill BRAGRUN’s headquarters, because he knows that on Junlin
Mountain, the Holy King BRAGRUN said this to him, so it means that the Holy King still
appreciates him. of. In other words, for the holy king, it doesn’t matter who is the
southern king, as long as there is a southern king. And since Wayne Lin killed Lei Zhen,
it shows that his strength lies with Lei Zhen.

The Holy King was silent, as if he was thinking about it.

So many people on the scene were shocked when they saw this situation. If this is the
case, then Wayne Lin has not been punished, but a step forward!

Jian Rushuang’s expression suddenly changed. He hadn’t thought that Wayne Lin still
had such a hand!

Before Lei Zhen, it was not a big threat to him. He was absolutely confident that he
could eat Lei Zhen to death, but Wayne Lin was different. This person’s progress was
too fast, just like riding a rocket. He had never seen anyone who practiced at such
speed.

Once Wayne Lin became the Southern Heavenly King, it was a great threat to him. In
two years, it is very likely that BRAGRUN will not be the first in the organization!

In any case, he must stop this from happening.



Chapter 738
“His Royal Highness, it’s not right at this time!” Jian Rushuang couldn’t take care of that
much, and immediately stood up and said loudly: “Wayne Lin himself is an outlier in the
organization. His existence is for the organization. It is a huge stain, and it affects your
reputation as the Holy King! Besides, he also killed the Nantian King Lei Zhen. This is a
great sin that cannot be forgiven! If the Holy King would not execute him, I am afraid it
would be difficult to convince the public. .”

He finished the sentence anxiously.

Suddenly, the eyes of so many people in the audience looked at him with different
expressions.

Many people frowned, thinking that Jian Rushuang’s brain was flooded. How dare to
say such a thing?

After Jian Rushuang finished speaking, he also realized that he had said something
wrong, his face paled a lot. As a subordinate who has been with the Saint King for many
years, he knows the Saint King better than anyone else. The Saint King is an absolutely
dictatorial leader who pays particular attention to the rules and never allows his
subordinates to dare to question him, especially the posture of teaching him to do
things!

Sure enough, in the sky, the wind and clouds immediately surging, and there was a
roaring sound, as if the sky was angry, “Sword Rushuang, are you teaching this seat to
do things?”

“Subordinates don’t dare!” Jian Rushuang’s face turned pale, and he knelt down quickly.

“Hmph!” The Saint King snorted coldly, like a cannonball exploding around, very
terrifying, and Jian Rushuang was even more frightened.

Wayne Lin felt the power of the Holy King just now, and his heart also set off a huge
wave. He had seen the power of the Holy King BRAGRUN before on Junlin Mountain,
but at that time the distance was relatively far, far less intense than now. Now, the
feeling is completely different. In the moment just now, he was almost deprived of
oxygen and his brain Stopped turning.



You know, he is already the pinnacle of the Great Perfection of the Innate Realm, which
can be called the half-step God Realm, but in the face of the real God Realm, the gap is
still so huge.

As for the others, not to mention, they all knelt down…No, they just squatted directly on
the ground, afraid to move.

Then, Saint King’s mood seemed to slowly lighten up, and he said lightly: “Wayne Lin,
tell me a reason why this seat will not kill you.”

Wayne Lin took a step forward, bowed his hand, and said respectfully: “His Royal
Highness, I have never thought of opposing you. It is a last resort to kill Thunder. I know
that I made a big mistake and did not escape. Today I came to BRAGRUN headquarters
to make atonement. It was I who caused BRAGRUN organization to lose a titan. I
pleaded guilty. It is a pity that people cannot come back from death. The only thing I can
do is to redeem the merits of the former Nantian King.”

After a while, the voice of the holy king came, “Wayne Lin, you can think clearly, my
BRAGRUNnan is not that easy to do.”

Wayne Lin was delighted when he heard this, “Subordinates are willing to give it a try!”

If he can really become the King of Southern Heaven, then he can not only reduce the
dangers, but also increase his strength, which can be said to kill two birds with one
stone!

Jian Rushuang’s teeth were itchy. He had ten thousand impulses to kill Wayne Lin, but
he didn’t dare and couldn’t.

The holy king said at this time, “I can give you a chance, as long as you can defeat Jian
Rushuang, you are qualified to be the Southern Heavenly King. But once you lose, not
only you will die, your mother Qin Yuehua, and neon clothes, I have to die.”

Wayne Lin said with a sigh in his heart. At the end of the words of the Holy King, he can
only advance, and there is no possibility of retreat.

As for Jian Rushuang, who was kneeling on the ground, after hearing these words, his
face suddenly beamed and revealed a cruel smile. It seems that the holy king still wants
to kill Wayne Lin.



Ni Chang suddenly became anxious, she didn’t think Wayne Lin could be Jian
Rushuang’s opponent.

Wayne Lin considered for a while, raised his head, and said, “His Royal Highness, I
agree.”

“Good.” Saint King said: “Wayne Lin, whether you and your mother can live depends on
your performance.”

What he said is a bit meaningful.

Wayne Lin nodded vigorously, his eyes sharpened.

He and Jian Rushuang looked at each other, and he could clearly see the murderous
intent in Jian Rushuang’s eyes, which could almost swallow him in. Even with Wayne
Lin’s cultivation level, he would inevitably feel it in an instant. It’s freezing cold.

However, he didn’t have the slightest fear in his heart, because before he came, he was
prepared. This is the best one among the many possibilities he can think of. Next,
whether he can survive or not depends on his ability.

Ni Chang’s lips moved slightly, and he looked at Wayne Lin deeply: “Come on.”

Wayne Lin smiled brightly and said, “Don’t worry, I will win.”

After speaking, he walked out in strides, two or three steps, and disappeared here.

Jian Rushuang snorted coldly, and did not put Wayne Lin in his eyes at all. After three or
two, he disappeared in place, and when he appeared again, it was on another
mountain.

The top of this mountain is not too big. A piece of it has been cut off in the middle,
showing a tens of thousands of square meters with lots of potholes. Obviously, this
place is specially designed for people to fight.

Jian Rushuang appeared here first. He still wore a white robe and drifted in the wind. I
don’t know how he cultivated. He was already nearly 60 years old, but he looked no
different from a teenager.



Wayne Lin landed afterwards, standing opposite him, the distance between them was
only 50 meters. This distance, to their realm, is just a distance that can be reached in an
instant.

In a short while, the people on the altar just now chased one after another, but they
dared not follow up the mountain, they only dared to watch from a distance, because
they knew that fighting at the level of Wayne Lin and Jian Rushuang would be lethal. It
is extremely scary, if they get too close, they will definitely be harmed by Chiyu!

But even so, they were very excited.

You know, this is a battle between the Dzogchen in the Innate Realm. This is too rare,
especially for those masters in the Inborn Realm, who are more excited. If they can
watch it from the beginning, then it will help them extremely. huge!

Sword Rushuang stood with his hand in his hand, looking at Wayne Lin in front of him,
feeling a little bit emotional and admired in his heart, you know, just three months ago,
Wayne Lin was only an ant in the fourth stage of the innate realm, even him I can’t hold
my palm. At that time, when he chased Wayne Lin, he didn’t care at all, playing like a
plaything.

But I didn’t expect that not long after this, Wayne Lin, the ant, actually grew to the point
where he could fight him.

For him with a proud personality, this is a very uncomfortable thing.

However, this matter ends here.

Today, he will personally kill Wayne Lin and accomplish what he did not accomplish
three months ago.

A genius is a peerless genius. It’s rare to see it in thousands of years. If you give Wayne
Lin a few more years, you may really become a powerhouse in the realm of God.

However, a dead genius is not considered a genius.

Chapter 739



“Wayne Lin, I have to admit that I underestimated you, a little ant from the beginning has
grown to where it is today.”

Jian Rushuang spoke, and looked down at Wayne Lin with absolute arrogance. He was
not in a hurry to make a move. In his opinion, although Wayne Lin was qualified to fight
him, he was still not his opponent.

As the first person under the realm of the gods, he has this confidence.

Indeed, if Jian Rushuang had been changed three months ago, Jian Rushuang would
never have imagined today, otherwise, he would never despise Wayne Lin so much at
the time, and would directly kill Wayne Lin in the cradle!

Wayne Lin looked at Jian Rushuang and was unavoidable. He was indeed an ant when
he stood in front of Jian Rushuang. He didn’t even think that he would progress so
quickly.

“However, your life is over today.” Jian Rushuang sighed, shook his head, and sighed
with emotion. It seemed that he would still feel sorry for Wayne Lin’s fall. In Wayne Lin’s
view, he was completely Pretend.

Wayne Lin sneered, “It is indeed over, but it is not me, but you.”

After he finished speaking, his aura rose steadily, like a rising tide, which immediately
caused pressure from countless people present.

They knew that Wayne Lin was very strong. As the person who killed Lei Zhen and
challenged before Jian Rushuang, the cultivation level was naturally not to be
underestimated, but after all, they had never seen Wayne Lin’s greatness. But now,
Wayne Lin had let go of all the restraints and showed his full strength. The momentum
was like a mountain and the sea, just like the essence, pressing them so that their
heartbeats accelerated, like Mount Tai, which was very uncomfortable.

In their spiritual world, Wayne Lin’s image was constantly rising, and in an instant, he
became a giant that surpassed a hundred meters, holding a steel spear, unstoppable,
capable of piercing the sky.

“This Wayne Lin’s aura is really terrifying, no wonder I dare to challenge Lord Jian
Rushuang!”



“The son of the previous saint, it’s not easy.”

“Could he really defeat Lord Jian Rushuang, right?”

“It’s hard to say…”

Feeling the momentum of Wayne Lin’s huge waves in the crowd, they all began to
shake.

Of course, there are quite a few people who are not optimistic about Wayne Lin. They
have absolute confidence in Jian Rushuang, because Jian Rushuang has been
invincible for too long, and Jian Rushuang can be called the first person in the realm of
God. It was not blown out, but punched out with a pair of iron fists!

Among the neon clothes in the crowd, she raised her head and looked up at Wayne Lin.
Her heart was abnormally surging. She couldn’t help but recall the scene when she first
saw Wayne Lin. At that time, Wayne Lin had only the second stage of cultivation of the
Innate Realm. To her, she was just a child, and she needed her protection. But now, in
less than a year, Wayne Lin left her far behind and became someone who could shelter
her.

Jian Rushuang didn’t respond. He just squinted his eyes and looked at Wayne Lin
lightly, as if he was a Tathagata Buddha, watching the Qitian Great Sage’s Seventy-two
Transformations, he could turn into something.

Finally, Wayne Lin’s momentum reached a peak, making him feel the pressure.

“Not bad.” Jian Rushuang said lightly, and then he boldly shot and rushed towards
Wayne Lin.

His speed has reached an extreme speed, completely becoming an afterimage, the
human retina is difficult to track down.

trace.

If Wayne Lin compares it to an expanding aura, then he is just a needle, fast and sharp,
and can pierce the balloon at once!



But how could Wayne Lin let him succeed so easily, in fact, at their level, it is no longer
a matter of fist and fist, but more combat awareness and spiritual game.

Wayne Lin’s age is only half that of Jian Rushuang, and in terms of combat experience,
he is not as good as Jian Rushuang, but it doesn’t mean that his combat consciousness
is inferior to Jian Rushuang. On the contrary, because he took advantage of his age, his
brain functioned faster than Jian Rushuang at the same level.

So at zero and one second before Jian Rushuang shot, he caught Jian Rushuang’s
thoughts, even if he reacted.

In just one second, they fought no less than a hundred times. Not only was the speed
fast, but the power could reach mountains and rivers. Any punch or kick was not
something that could be endured under the Great Perfection of Innate Realm.

Moreover, their speed is extremely fast, exceeding the speed of sound. The crowd
onlookers can only hear the huge movement from them after they see their hands
separated.

Boom boom boom boom…

As if countless cannonballs exploded among them, it was extremely terrifying.

But they didn’t stop, you chased me while they were playing.

In an instant, everyone couldn’t help holding their breath, and raised their hearts.
Nothing else, the battle between Wayne Lin and Jian Rushuang was really terrifying!

Even if they were several hundred meters away, they could still feel the terrifying
lethality between them.

Even the Northern Heavenly King and the Western Heavenly King, both masters of the
Innate Realm Dzogchen, were shocked by seeing this scene.

Even if they are also innate realm of great perfection, but compared with Wayne Lin and
Jian Rushuang, there is still a big gap!



Nishang bit her lip tightly throughout the whole process, extremely nervous and
nervous. She put all her hopes on Wayne Lin. If Wayne Lin is defeated, then she and
her aunt will follow suit!

Bang, the last loud noise was when the fists of Wayne Lin and Jian Rushuang collided.
This punch poured 90% of their strength, and the power it brought was extremely
terrifying. Even if they were, they couldn’t bear these two. Times the impact, flying
backwards.

And among them, a big pit with a diameter of more than ten meters was exploded, and
a huge wave of air was generated out of thin air, spreading towards the surroundings.

Wayne Lin laughed, his whole person was very crazy and excited, “Shuang Shuang
Shuang! Sword Rushuang, it turns out that you are nothing but that, hahaha.”

He stopped, and then immediately attacked Jian Rushuang, without stopping.

He is indeed in a very high mood now. At this moment, he has forgotten everything, his
own situation, and his mission, even life and death. There is only sword Rushuang in
front of him, defeating sword Rushuang, and incarnation. A machine that exists only for
combat.

In contrast to his upsurge, Jian Rushuang’s face turned gloomy. Originally, he didn’t
take Wayne Lin to heart, so he had absolute faith in this battle. But the fight just now
made him discover that he actually underestimated Wayne Lin!

Especially in the fight with that punch just now, even he himself was knocked and rolled,
and Wayne Lin actually seemed to have nothing!

Chapter 740
This is not something that Jian Rushuang can accept.

“Ant, you irritated this seat!” Jian Rushuang snorted heavily. In that moment, his pupils
turned black, as if they were dotted with ink, the temperament of the whole person also
became huge. The change.



At the same time, his body and appearance have also changed. His appearance has
changed rapidly from a young man to a middle-aged man. His appearance is extremely
powerful and domineering, and his figure is also It swelled rapidly, and the birthplace
grew twenty centimeters higher.

Wayne Lin felt this change in him and immediately felt a strong sense of crisis. Now Jian
Rushuang brought him a sense of danger!

Jian Rushuang is really moving, this is the ultimate mode of Jian Rushuang.

Three bangs.

At this time, everyone in the audience heard three clear heartbeats, full of vitality and
explosive power.

This was originally an incredible thing. The heartbeat was so faint that ordinary people
couldn’t hear it even face to face.

But now, Jian Rushuang’s heartbeat was clearly transmitted to everyone’s ears.

“No, Master Jian Rushuang, this is true!”

“Master Sword Rushuang, this is the unlocking of his seal. Now Wayne Lin is dead. The
master Sword Rushuang that unlocks the seal is an invincible existence. Under the
realm of God-Throughout, who can beat it? Master Guo Jian Rushuang!”

“But this Wayne Lin is worth it, he can actually force Master Jian Rushuang to lift his
seal and enter the ultimate mode.”

“After all, Wayne Lin is still too young, too arrogant, and defiant. No matter how talented
he is, he will be planted in the hands of Master Jian Rushuang.”

Everyone present shook their heads and looked at Wayne Lin with regretful, mocking,
and gloating eyes.

Nishang also turned pale, without hope.

She had also heard before that the reason Jian Rushuang has been able to maintain
the appearance of a young man is because Jian Rushuang’s special technique has



sealed a considerable part of her cultivation, so the young sword looks like Rushuang,
and Not his true strength. But even so, it can crush most of the powerhouses of
Dzogchen in the Innate Realm.

And once Jian Rushuang lifts his seal, it is the ultimate mode, and he can play 120% of
his strength!

With a sword in this state like frost, Wayne Lin could say that he had no chance of
winning at all.

She bit her lip tightly, her heart cold to the extreme.

Jian Rushuang was also dignified at this time. He did not continue to attack Jian
Rushuang, but stopped and stared at Jian Rushuang. His eyes were like radar, shooting
sword Rushuang, quickly finding Jian Rushuang. The flaws.

It was too late to say that it was fast, and it took only three seconds from the time the
sword Rushuang’s pupils were black to the end of the seal.

After three seconds, Jian Rushuang has changed from a young man to a middle-aged
man in his early forties, tall and burly, majestic, and powerful. This is what Jian
Rushuang really looks like.

“Wayne Lin, that’s it.” Jian Rushuang said, and his voice became much rougher. When
he looked at Wayne Lin again, his posture became even more arrogant, even if Wayne
Lin was in his innate perfection, in his eyes , The same is the ant.

Wayne Lin suddenly laughed, “Sword Rushuang

, You are finally willing to reveal your true strength. “

“Kneel to this seat, this seat can keep you a whole body.” Jian Rushuang finished
speaking, without saying a word, it will cause a shock, as if the whole world is
responding to him.

This is already the strength of half a step through the gods.

In comparison, Wayne Lin’s aura is much weaker. If Wayne Lin is the god of war, then
Jian Rushuang is the emperor. With the order, Wayne Lin’s head will fall.



Faced with this situation, Wayne Lin smiled, “Jian Rushuang, you are too arrogant, you
never know me, never put me in your eyes, you think I’m still that ant, this is yours
Limitations.”

The expressionless Jian Rushuang, when he heard Wayne Lin’s words, his face finally
changed a little, but he quickly returned to nature, still standing with his hands. It didn’t
move at all, the expression seemed to say, if you blow, I see what storms you can make.

There were more than 2,000 people in the audience, and now they all held their breath,
no one dared to make a sound.

Wayne Lin said again: “Why do you think I dare to come to BRAGRUN headquarters
single-handedly? My confidence comes from my strength and my value. If the Holy King
strikes at me, I really have no chance of winning, but your sword is like frost. No. Sword
Rushuang, your time has passed, and you should give way to the name of the first
person in the realm of the gods.”

As Wayne Lin finished saying this, everyone involuntarily had a doubt. Could it be that
Wayne Lin really has a killer’s skill that can defeat Jian Rushuang?

However, Wayne Lin is very young. He has not yet reached thirty this year, and Jian
Rushuang has been an invincible powerhouse who has been in the world for decades.
Can Wayne Lin really shake Jian Rushuang’s position?

Jian Rushuang shook his head and said: “I don’t know whether to live or die. If that’s the
case, then you go to my seat.”

As soon as the voice fell, Jian Rushuang and others had already arrived in front of
Wayne Lin. The speed was actually a little faster than before, as if teleporting out of thin
air, extremely terrifying!

Moreover, his aura is several times stronger than before!

Some people with insufficient realm can’t even look at him with straight eyes, as if his
body is a black hole, and it can draw eyes in, even the mind will be shocked.

This is the horror brought about by the Great Perfection of the Innate Realm.



If it is a master of the God-passing realm fighting, then even a master of the innate
realm can’t look directly at it, because this is a battle that transcends the class.

Wayne Lin didn’t panic in the face of Jian Rushuang’s attack. On the contrary, there was
a hint of excitement in his heart, and his heartbeat accelerated a lot.

But then, this excitement was suppressed by him, and his pupils changed in an instant.
Contrary to Jian Rushuang, he was not jet black, but ice white, as if the entire pupil was
frozen.

Jian Rushuang had sealed a part of his strength before, but why not?

You know, he has swallowed the spirit fruit of heaven and earth! Moreover, it is also the
best heaven and earth spirit fruit with eight colors, and the effect it brings is not just as
simple as the origin of life.

With a bang, Wayne Lin retreated instead of advancing, and fought with Jian Rushuang.

This time their fight, the power brought about is even more terrifying, and the damage
caused is even more exaggerated.

This mountain was actually leveled by them in just a few minutes.


